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IEQ Credit 2.4: Daylight and Views
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Certification Type
Initial Certification
Recertification
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Establishment
This active sample form is for your recertification reference and preparation work. It has not gone through USGBC's testing and quality control process and cannot be used to submit for recertification. If you have any comments or concerns with the functionality of the form, please submit a brief explanation using the Feedback button in LEED Online.
Changes should be made only if changes to the building, operations and maintenance plans/policies, or management affect the achievement of Establishment requirements. 
Changes need to be made to the Establishment documentation, or the credit is being attempted for the first time. (Optional)
Select one of the following:
LEED Design and Construction Streamlined Path. The project earned the credit related to daylight and views under a LEED Design and Construction Rating System.
Operations and Maintenance Submittal Path. The project team will document compliance with the requirements of this credit.
Daylighting
Access to views
Select all that apply. The project was awarded the following credit(s) under a prior LEED certification:
LEED Design and Construction Streamlined Path
The project earned an exemplary performance point related to daylight and/or views under a LEED Design and Construction Rating System. (Optional)
Describe the circumstances of the alteration, replacement, or removal of the design and construction elements that contributed to the previously-earned credit.  These changes should not put into question the potential achievement of this credit.
For projects whose design and construction elements have changed since D&C certification
Operations and Maintenance Submittal Path
Upload: Daylight and Views Calculator
Provide the completed Daylight and Views Calculator (found under the credit's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library). 
Select all that apply:
Option 1. Daylight. 50% or more of all regularly occupied area is daylighted.
Option 2. Views. 45% or more of all regularly occupied area has a direct line of sight to the outdoor environment.
Upload: Daylight floor plan
Provide a floor plan(s) highlighting the regularly occupied space and daylighted areas or zones.
Option 1. Daylight
Select all that apply. The following calculation method(s) was used to document the daylight illumination requirements: 
Path 1. Simulation
Path 2. Prescriptive
Path 3. Measurement
Path 1. Simulation
Upload: Simulation documentation 
Provide an output summary from the daylight computer simulations.
Daylight simulations were performed with clear sky conditions at 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on September 21st, at the project's geographic location, 30 inches (0.8 meters) above the floor (or at appropriate desk or work height for the space) on a 5-foot (1.5-meter) calculation interval.
Path 2. Prescriptive
Upload: Prescriptive documentation
Provide section(s) or interior elevation(s) showing regularly occupied spaces and glazing elements to support the window areas claimed in the sidelighting section of the Daylight and Views Calculator.
Path 3. Measurement
Upload: Measurement documentation
Provide project drawing(s) with the recorded daylight measurements. 
Measurements were taken at 30 inches (0.8 meters) above the floor (or at appropriate desk or work height for the space) on a 10-foot (3-meter) calculation interval.
Daylighting Results
The project will include glare control devices to avoid high-contrast situations that could impede visual tasks. 
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
Percentage of regularly occupied area that is daylighted (%)
Must be at least 50% for 1 point, 75% for exemplary performance.
Option 2. Views
Upload: Views section
Provide building sections or interior elevations with section views of glazing elements and sight lines (drawn from typical seated height) for the regularly occupied spaces included in access to view totals.
Upload: Views floor plan
Provide a floor plan(s) or photographs demonstrating line of sight from interior spaces through exterior windows.
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Daylight and Views Calculator:
Percentage of regularly occupied area with access to views (%)
Must be at least 45% for 1 point, 90% for exemplary performance.
Briefly describe any special occupancy areas that have been excluded from compliance. Include a detailed description of the space function and an explanation as to why the inclusion of daylighting would hinder the normal tasks/function of each excluded area.
For projects excluding occupancy areas from credit calculations
Establishment Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Performance
There are no Performance requirements for this credit.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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